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Abstract 

Large-Sized Dried (LSD) spikes are used as a fundamental part of the fissile material 

control of irradiated nuclear fuel and have been provided on a regular basis to 

safeguards authorities and industry for more than 10 years. This report describes the 

preparation and certification of a new batch of LSD spikes. IRMM-1027s is a dried nitrate 

material in cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB), certified for the mass of uranium and 

plutonium and the uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios per unit. The material 

was produced in compliance with ISO/IEC 17034:2016 [1] and certified in accordance 

with ISO Guide 35:2006 [2]. 

The certified reference materials uranium metal EC NRM 101, enriched uranium metal 

NBL CRM 116-A and plutonium metal CETAMA MP2 were used as starting materials to 

prepare the mother solution. This solution was dispensed into individual units by means 

of an automated robot system and dried down. A solution of an organic substance, 

cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) was dried on the spike material as a stabiliser to retain 

the dried material at the bottom of the vial. In total 950 units were produced. 

Between-unit homogeneity was quantified and stability during dispatch and storage were 

assessed in accordance with ISO Guide 35:2006 [2].  

The certified values for the uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios were obtained 

from the gravimetric preparation of the mother solution, taking into account the mass, 

purity and isotopic composition of the starting materials.  

The certified values for the mass of plutonium and uranium per unit were established by 

isotope dilution thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (ID-TIMS) on randomly selected 

units. External verification measurements were performed by isotope dilution mass 

spectrometry (IDMS) and thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS) on randomly 

selected units of IRMM-1027s.  

Uncertainties of the certified values were estimated in compliance with the Guide to the 

Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM) [3] and include uncertainties related to 

possible inhomogeneity and to characterisation. 

The main purpose of this material is for use as a spike isotopic reference material to 

measure the plutonium and uranium amount content of spent nuclear fuel solutions 

using IDMS. Each unit contains about 55 mg of uranium with a relative mass fraction 

m(235U)/m(U) of 19.0 % and 1.7 mg of plutonium with a relative mass fraction 

m(239Pu)/m(Pu) of 97.8 % as dried nitrates in CAB.  

The whole amount of sample per unit has to be used for analysis.  

The following values were assigned: 
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 Isotope amount ratios 

 
Certified value 1) 

 [mol/mol] 

Uncertainty 2) 

 [mol/mol] 

n(234U)/n(238U) 0.0027303 0.0000023 

n(235U)/n(238U) 0.238155 0.000031 

n(235U)/n(238U) 0.0021905 0.0000018 

n(240Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.0224154 0.0000051 

n(241Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.0001478 0.0000019 

n(242Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.00007572 0.00000078 

The certified masses and the uncertainties of 235U, 238U and 239Pu per unit are listed in Annex 1. 
1) The certified values are traceable to the values on the respective metal certificates 
(Annexes 2-6). The reference date for the certified values is November 1, 2016. 

2) The uncertainty is the expanded uncertainty with a coverage factor k = 2 corresponding to a 
level of confidence of about 95 % estimated in accordance with ISO/IEC Guide 98-3, Guide to the 
Expression of Uncertainty in Measurement (GUM:1995), ISO, 2008. 

The atomic masses of radionuclides were obtained from M. Wang et al. [4]  

The half-lives of radionuclides were obtained from DDEP-BIPM (Table of radionuclides) [5] and R. 

Wellum et al. [6]. 
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1. Introduction  

1.1 Background 

The International Target Values for Measurement Uncertainties in Safeguarding Nuclear 

Materials (ITVs) are uncertainties to be considered in judging the reliability of the 

measurement results of analytical techniques applied to industrial nuclear and fissile 

materials, which are subject to safeguards verification. ITVs should be achievable under 

the conditions normally encountered in typical industrial laboratories or during actual 

safeguards inspections. In 2010, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 

together with the European Safeguards Research and Development Association 

(ESARDA), international standardisation organisations and regional safeguards 

authorities published a revised version of the ITVs [7]. The ITVs-2010 are intended to be 

used by nuclear plant operators and safeguards organisations as a reference of the 

quality of measurements necessary for nuclear material accountancy.  

The series of IRMM-1027 Large-Sized Dried (LSD) spikes are prepared by the Joint 

Research Centre of the European Commission (EC-JRC) to meet the existing 

requirements for reliable isotope reference materials for the accountancy measurements 

of uranium and plutonium by isotope dilution mass spectrometry (IDMS) in compliance 

with the ITVs-2010 in spent nuclear fuel. These spikes contain relatively large amounts 

of uranium and plutonium (55 mg U and 1.7 mg Pu), isotopically different to the uranium 

and plutonium in the test sample and are in dried nitrate form. Up to 1200 units of 

IRMM-1027 LSD spikes are prepared annually to fulfil the demands for fissile material 

control from European Safeguards Authorities and industry [8]. 

1.2 Choice of the material 

The IRMM-1027s batch of LSD spikes was prepared from natural uranium (EC NRM 101), 

enriched uranium (NBL CRM 116-A) and plutonium (CETAMA MP2) certified reference 

metals. Each unit of IRMM-1027s contains about 55 mg of uranium with a relative mass 

fraction m(235U)/m(U) of 19.0 % and 1.7 mg of plutonium with a relative mass fraction 

m(239Pu)/m(Pu) of 97.8 %. The relative mass fraction m(235U)/m(U) is below 20 %, so 

that for accountability purposes the uranium is classified as "low enriched".  

Individual units are certified for the mass of plutonium and uranium and for the 

plutonium and uranium isotope amount ratios. The uranium and plutonium amount 

content in a single IRMM-1027 LSD spike is such that no dilution of a typical sample of 

dissolved nuclear fuel is needed prior to measurement. As the dried nitrates could flake 

off the vial surface over time or during transport, an organic polymer in the form of 

cellulose acetate butyrate (CAB) is added to retain the material at the bottom of the 

penicillin vial.  

1.3 Design of the project 

The individual units of IRMM-1027s LSD spikes were prepared by dispensing aliquots 

(about 2.5 g) of the mother solution into penicillin vials and dried down. The mother 

solution was prepared gravimetrically by dissolving uranium and plutonium certified 

reference metals in hydrochloric, hydrofluoric and nitric acid. Finally, the dried nitrates 

were treated with CAB for preservation during storage and transport. The certified values 

of the uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios are based on the data given by the 

weighing certificates and the certificates of the starting materials. The certified masses 

of plutonium and uranium, along with the assessment of homogeneity and stability, were 

established by ID-TIMS on randomly selected vials.  
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2. Participants 

Project management and evaluation, processing, homogeneity study, stability study and 

characterisation have been performed at the European Commission, Joint Research 

Centre, Directorate G – Nuclear Safety and Security, G.2 -  Standards for Nuclear Safety, 

Security and Safeguards in Geel, Belgium. 

3. Material processing and process control 

3.1 Origin and purity of the starting material 

CRMs of high purity uranium (EC NRM 101, Geel, Belgium and NBL CRM 116-A, Argonne, 

USA) and plutonium (CETAMA MP2, Marcoule, France) metals were used as starting 

materials for the preparation of the IRMM-1027s LSD spikes. The isotopic composition 

and the purity of the metals are given in Annexes 2 - 6.  

3.2 Processing 

Cleaning and dissolution of the Pu metal 

The certificate of the plutonium MP2 metal provided by CETAMA (Annex 4) does not 

recommend any pre-treatment of the metal prior to dissolution. Nevertheless, pre-

cleaning of the plutonium by electro-polishing as described below was performed to 

remove any surface oxidation products. This additional step has shown to improve the 

dissolution procedure of the Pu MP2 metal applied at the JRC-Geel. Consequently, the 

masses and associated uncertainties of the respective units of MP2 provided on the 

certificate were not used. Instead, the cleaned Pu metal pieces were weighed (by 

substitution method) prior to dissolution.  

The cleaning was carried out in a dedicated glove box equipped with an electrolytic cell. 

The cell consisted of two Pt rods, the power supply (set to 4.5 V) and a Teflon beaker. 

Potassium carbonate solution (20 g K2CO3/100 g H2O) was used as a conducting media. 

The metal piece (one at a time) was put inside a Teflon beaker and covered with 

potassium carbonate solution. Cleaning was performed by touching the sides of the 

metal piece with a Pt electrode attached to the positive terminal for about 20-30 s, while 

the other Pt electrode was in contact with the solution. The reaction proceeded with 

evolution of hydrogen gas and formation of a soluble green plutonium carbonate 

complex. The cleaning procedure was repeated until the metal was thoroughly cleaned 

and the colour of the metal changed from black to grey. The cleaned metal pieces (three 

pieces in total) were rinsed with deionised water, ethanol (p.a., Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany) and dried down. The cleaning of Pu MP2 metal is shown in Figure 1.  

Figure 1  Cleaning of Pu MP2 metal by electro-polishing: a) an electrolytic cell with Pt rods, 
b) cleaning of the Pu metal piece and c) rinsing of the cleaned Pu metal piece with deionised 

water and ethanol  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) b) c) 
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The cleaned Pu metal pieces were weighed (by substitution method) and transferred into 

an Erlenmeyer flask with 20 mL hydrochloric acid (c = 6 mol L-1, p.a., Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany). The dissolution of the plutonium metal in hydrochloric acid was completed 

within 5 minutes and resulted in a clear blue solution. The Erlenmeyer flask was washed 

with about 50 mL nitric acid solution (c = 8 mol L-1, p.a., Merck, Darmstadt, Germany). 

4 mL of hydrofluoric acid (c = 1 mol L-1, p.a., Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) were added 

to dissolve any remaining pieces of the Pu metal. The solution with the dissolved 

plutonium was transferred into a pre-cleaned 3L borosilicate flask for the preparation of 

IRMM-1027s mother solution using a funnel. Both the Erlenmeyer flask and the funnel 

were thoroughly rinsed with nitric acid solution (c = 8 mol L-1, p.a., Merck, Darmstadt, 

Germany) and the rinsed solution collected in the flask with the dissolved plutonium. 

About 200 mL of nitric acid solution (c = 8 mol L-1) was used to rinse the Erlenmeyer 

flask and the funnel to make sure that all of the plutonium solution was quantitatively 

transferred into the flask. No precipitate or residue was observed. The dissolution of Pu 

MP2 metal is shown in Figure 2. 

Figure 2 Dissolution of Pu metal: a) dissolution of Pu MP2 metal in hydrochloric acid, b) 
transferring of the dissolved Pu into the borosilicate flask c) rinsing of the Erlenmeyer flask 

with nitric acid solution 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dissolution of the U metals  

The respective units of enriched uranium metal (NBL CRM 116-A) and of natural uranium 

metal (EC NRM 101) were weighed (by substitution method) and added into the 

prepared plutonium solution. Prior to weighing, the units of NBL CRM 116-A metal were 

etched with nitric acid (c = 8 mol L-1) to remove surface oxidation products as described 

in the certificate, and subsequently rinsed with deionised water and acetone (p.a., 

Merck, Darmstadt, Germany) and dried down. The units of the EC NRM 101 uranium 

metal were weighed as provided without any cleaning, as the material was stored in an 

inert atmosphere. The final amounts of concentrated nitric acid and deionised water 

were added to adjust the concentration of the nitric acid solution (c = 6 mol L-1). The 

solution was left to homogenise for a few days with occasional stirring by hand, and 

weighed to determine the final mass of the mother solution, taking into account the 

necessary corrections for air buoyancy effects. The dissolution of the uranium metals is 

shown in Figure 3. 

Prior to dispensing the mother solution into individual penicillin vials five aliquots were 

analysed by isotope dilution thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (ID-TIMS) to verify 

the gravimetrically determined amount contents of plutonium and uranium and five 

aliquots by thermal ionisation mass spectrometry (TIMS) to verify the uranium and 

plutonium isotope amount ratios (see Process Control, Section 3.3) 

 

 

A 

D 

B 

 

a) c)

) 

 a) 

b) 
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Figure 3 Dissolution of U metals: a) addition of the NBL 116-A enriched U metal into the Pu 
solution, b) addition of the EC NRM 101 natural U metals into the Pu solution c) the mother 

solution of IRMM-1027s  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Dispensing, drying and application of CAB  

Dispensing and weighing of the mother solution into individual penicillin vials were 

performed by a validated automated system, which was installed at the JRC Geel in 

collaboration with Nucomat (Lokeren, Belgium) [9]. The major components of the 

system are a robot, two balances and a dispenser. The robot is software driven and 

designed to control all movements inside the glove box, such as identifying the vial with 

a barcode reader, dispensing and weighing of an aliquot of the solution (2.5 g) into the 

penicillin vials. The weighing component is equipped with an analytical balance 

(Sartorius TE124S, Göttingen, Germany) and a 5 kg balance (Sartorius TE6101, 

Göttingen, Germany) to monitor the mass of the mother solution during dispensing. The 

whole solution (about 3 kg) was dispensed into 950 units over four consecutive working 

days. 

The drying of the dispensed solution contained in the units was carried out on a hot 

plate. This temperature was increased to a maximum of 60 °C and the units were kept 

at this temperature for several days (typically 4-5 days continuous heating) to evaporate 

the solution completely. After the solution had dried, about 0.7 mL of CAB solution in 

acetone (10 g CAB/100g acetone, 35-39 g/100 g butyryl content, Acros, New Jersey, 

USA) was added. This solution was evaporated at room temperature and then heated to 

about 45 °C to dry completely. Two separate glove boxes were used for drying and CAB 

application, allowing the preparation of up to 48 units per week. The vials were closed 

with a stopper and an aluminium cap, sealed in PVC package and labelled.  

CAB was added to retain the dried material at the bottom of the penicillin vial so that it 

can resist physical shocks that might be encountered during transport and to avoid 

flaking of the material during long-term storage. This cellulose matrix dissolves readily in 

warm nitric acid solution and has no significant effect on the subsequent IDMS analysis. 

This has been demonstrated by measurements performed both on the vials (containing 

CAB) and on the mother solution (without CAB). The units of IRMM-1027s LSD spikes 

can be seen in Figure 4. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

a) b) c) 
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Figure 4 Units of IRMM-1027 s LSD spike 

 

 

The processing steps are shown in Figure 5.  

 

Figure 5 Preparation of IRMM-1027s LSD spikes 
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3.3 Process control  

This section describes the measurements performed on the mother solution of IRMM-

1027s prior to dispensing into vials to verify the amount contents of uranium and 

plutonium in the solution from gravimetric preparation (see Annex 13). 

Five aliquots of the mother solution (about 1.0 g each) were individually spiked with a 

mixed 233U/242Pu spike CRM (three aliquots with ca 2.85g IRMM-046b and two with ca. 

5.0 g IRMM-046c) for ID-TIMS analysis. The certificate of IRMM-046b and IRMM-046c 

can be found in Annex 7 and Annex 8. 

Five un-spiked aliquots of the IRMM-1027s mother solution were analysed to verify the 

uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios by thermal ionisation mass spectrometry 

(TIMS).  

The U/Pu separation of the spiked and un-spiked samples was performed using anion-

exchange columns (Bio-Rad AG1-X4, 100-200 mesh, Bio-Rad, Hercules, USA) as 

described in detail in [10]. 

The results of the process control measurements for 238U, 235U and 239Pu amount 

contents as well as the uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios in the mother 

solution of IRMM-1027s agreed within the uncertainties with the values from the 

gravimetric preparation (Annex 14 and Annex 15), except for the n(238Pu)/n(239Pu) 

amount ratio. A higher value for the n(238Pu)/n(239Pu) ratio was measured by TIMS 

compared to the value from the gravimetric preparation of the mother solution. This is 

due to an isobaric interference with 238U coming from the incomplete removal of uranium 

in the plutonium fraction. This isotope amount ratio will not be certified and will be given 

in the certificate as additional material information. The results of the confirmation 

measurements for the mother solution of IRMM-1027s are shown in Annex 9 and 

Annex 10.  

4. Homogeneity 

A key requirement for any reference material is the equivalence between the various 

units. In this respect, it is relevant whether the variation between units is significant 

compared to the uncertainty of the certified value. In contrast to that it is not relevant if 

this variation between units is significant compared to the analytical variation. 

Consequently, ISO/IEC 17034:2016 [1] requires reference material (RM) producers to 

quantify the between unit variation. This aspect is covered in between-unit homogeneity 

studies.  

The within-unit inhomogeneity does not influence the uncertainty of the certified value 

when the minimum sample intake is respected, but determines the minimum size of an 

aliquot that is representative for the whole unit.  

4.1 Between-unit homogeneity  

The between-unit homogeneity was evaluated to ensure that the certified values of the 

CRM are valid for all 950 units of the material, within the stated uncertainty. 

Ten units were selected (unit No.: 53, 134, 208, 341, 418, 496, 617, 730, 794 and 888) 

to assess the homogeneity for the amount content of 235U, 238U and 239Pu using a random 

stratified sampling scheme covering the whole batch for the between-unit homogeneity 

test. The number of selected units corresponds to approximately the cubic root of the 

total number of the produced units (950). The batch was divided into ten groups (with a 

similar number of units) and one unit was selected randomly from each group.  

For this project, the homogeneity and characterisation studies were performed on the 

same units (see Section 6). The data obtained from the homogeneity study were also 

used for the material characterisation. 
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The whole amount of sample per unit (equals minimum sample intake) was taken for 

analysis. Selected units of IRMM-1027s were spiked with a mixed 233U/242Pu spike CRM 

(IRMM-046c) and the solution in the vials evaporated to dryness. The U/Pu separation 

was carried out prior to isotope ratio measurements on each unit in the same way as for 

the process control measurements (see Section 3.3) [10].  

Each sample was measured in three replicates together with isotopic standards 

(IRMM-074/10 for U and IRMM-290/A3 for Pu) to correct for instrumental mass 

fractionation. This enabled five independent samples to be measured on the same TIMS 

turret on the same day. Therefore, the measurements for all ten units of IRMM-1027s 

were performed under intermediate precision conditions rather than repeatability 

conditions within short intervals of time.  

The respective fractions of the samples were measured in a randomised manner to be 

able to separate a potential analytical drift from a trend in the filling sequence. The 

results of the homogeneity study are shown in Annex 11.  

Regression analyses were performed to evaluate potential trends in the analytical 

sequence as well as trends in the filling sequence. No trends in the filling sequence or 

the analytical sequence were visible at a confidence level of 95 %. The data were tested 

for consistency using Grubbs outlier test at a confidence level of 99 % on the individual 

results and on the unit means. One outlying individual result (No. 14) was found for the 

amount content of 239Pu. Since no technical reason was found to exclude this data point, 

it was retained for statistical evaluation.   

Quantification of between-unit inhomogeneity was accomplished by analysis of variance 

(ANOVA), which can separate the between-unit standard deviation (sbb) from the within-

unit standard deviation (swb). The latter is equivalent to the method intermediate 

precision) if the individual samples are representative for the whole unit.  

Evaluation by ANOVA requires unit means that follow at least a unimodal distribution and 

results for each unit that follow unimodal distributions with approximately the same 

standard deviations (homoscedasticity). Distribution of the unit means was visually 

tested using histograms and normal probability plots. Minor deviations from unimodality 

of the individual values do not significantly affect the estimate of between-unit standard 

deviations. The results of all statistical evaluations are given in Table 1.  

Table 1 Results of the statistical evaluation of the homogeneity studies of the amount 
content of 235U, 238U and 239Pu in IRMM-1027s 

 Trends 1) 

 

Outliers 2) Distribution 

 Analytical 

sequence 

Filling 

sequence 

Individual 

results 

Unit 

means 

Individual 

results 

Unit 

means 
235U amount 

content 
no no none none unimodal unimodal 

238U amount 

content 
no no none none unimodal unimodal 

239Pu amount 

content 
no no one none unimodal unimodal 

1) at 95 % confidence level 

 2) at 99 % confidence level 

One has to bear in mind that sbb,rel (between-unit relative standard deviation)  and swb,rel 

(within-unit relative standard deviation)  are estimates of the true standard deviations 

and therefore subject to random fluctuations. Therefore, the mean square between 

groups (MSbetween) can be smaller than the mean squares within groups (MSwithin), 

resulting in negative arguments under the square root used for the estimation of the 

between-unit variation, whereas the true variation cannot be lower than zero. In this 

case, u*
bb, the maximum inhomogeneity that could be hidden by method repeatability, 

was calculated as described by Linsinger et al. [11]. u*
bb is comparable to the limit of 
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detection of an analytical method, yielding the maximum inhomogeneity that might be 

undetected by the given study setup (alpha risk).  

Relative within-unit standard deviation of method intermediate precision (swb,rel), relative 

between–unit standard deviation (sbb,rel) and relative maximum inhomogeneity (u*
bb,rel) 

were calculated as:  

y 
,

within

relwb

MS
s   Equation 1 

y

N

MSMS

s

withinbetween

relbb



,
 Equation 2 

y

νN

MS

u MSwithin

within

*

relbb

4

,

2

  Equation 3 

MSwithin mean square within-unit from an ANOVA  

MSbetween mean squares between-unit from an ANOVA 

y  mean of all results of the homogeneity study 

N mean number of replicates per unit 

MSwithinν  degrees of freedom of MSwithin  

The uncertainty contribution for homogeneity was determined under intermediate 

precision conditions as described earlier in this section. Consequently, day-to-day effects 

can occur that could mask the between-unit variation. Therefore, the data were first 

checked using one way-ANOVA for any significant difference in between-day means. A 

significant day-to-day difference was observed for the amount content of 239Pu. For that 

reason, the data for the amount content of 239Pu were first normalised by the respective 

day mean and the resulting data evaluated using one way-ANOVA. The results of the 

evaluation of the between-unit variation are summarised in Table 2.  

Table 2 Results of the homogeneity studies of the amount content in IRMM-1027s 

  
swb,rel

  

[%] 

sbb,rel 
 

[%] 

u*
bb,rel

 

[%] 

235U amount 

content 
0.014 0.021 0.0045 

238U amount 

content 
0.034 0.010 0.011 

239Pu amount 

content 
0.033 0.020 0.011 

 

The homogeneity study showed no outlying unit means at a 99 % confidence level and 

no trends in the filling sequence at a 95 % confidence level. Therefore, the between-unit 

standard deviation can be used as estimate of ubb. As u*
bb sets the limits of the study to 

detect inhomogeneity, the larger value of sbb or u*
bb is adopted as uncertainty 

contribution to account for potential inhomogeneity. 
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4.2 Homogeneity of the U and Pu isotope ratios 

The homogeneity assessment of the uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios was 

deemed unnecessary. The IRMM-1027s LSD spikes were prepared by dissolution of the 

plutonium and uranium metals, dispensing of the solution into individual units and 

drying. Any differences in the isotope amount ratios could only stem from a 

contamination with plutonium and uranium of a different isotopic composition, from the 

isotope fractionation during the evaporation of the nitrate solution in the vial and from 

an incomplete mixing of the uranium metals. Dedicated glove boxes were used for the 

preparation of the spikes with no other sources of uranium and plutonium, so the 

contamination can be excluded. The drying temperature was less than 60 oC, where the 

fractionation effects are negligible. Moreover, the results of the process control 

measurements (see Section 3.3) for the uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios 

agreed with the values from the gravimetric preparation, confirming the isotope mixing 

of the metals. For these reasons, no heterogeneity of the plutonium and uranium isotope 

amount ratios is to be expected in the vials of IRMM-1027s. 

4.3 Within-unit homogeneity and minimum sample intake 

The within-unit homogeneity is closely related to the minimum sample intake. The 

minimum sample intake is the minimum amount of sample that is representative for the 

whole unit and thus should be used in an analysis. Using sample sizes equal to or above 

the minimum sample intake guarantee the certified value within its stated uncertainty. 

The whole amount of sample per unit has to be used for analysis and thus equals the 

minimum sample intake. Quantification of within-unit inhomogeneity to determine the 

minimum sample intake for IRMM-1027s is therefore not necessary.  

5. Stability 

Stability testing is necessary to establish conditions for storage (long-term stability) as 

well as conditions for dispatch to the customers (short-term stability). The IRMM-1027s 

is a mixed U/Pu reference material, consisting of U and Pu radionuclides. It should be 

noted that the term stability in this context does not refer to radioactive decay. It is self-

evident that the radionuclides are decaying according to their half-lives, a process which 

is quantitatively predictable using the decay data [5, 6].  

5.1 Short-term stability 

In the scope of the preparation and certification of the IRMM-1027q, a thorough short-

term stability study of the CAB was carried out [12]. The same CAB and chemical 

treatment were applied for the preparation of IRMM-1027s LSD spikes; therefore, the re-

assessment of the short-term stability was not necessary.  

IRMM-1027s LSD spikes are packed and shipped to customers following the legal 

requirements related to radioprotection measures for transport of radioactive materials 

[13]. IRMM-1027s LSD spikes are considered stable regarding its isotopic composition 

and the amount content during dispatch and can be shipped to customers under normal 

temperature conditions. No additional uncertainty component (usts, rel = 0) was applied.  

5.2 Long-term stability 

The long-term stability of IRMM-1027 LSD spikes has been demonstrated via the results 

of the stability monitoring of previous batches of LSD spikes for the period of three years 

[14] and the verification results of IRMM-1027m over a period of four years after the 

certification in the context of the inter-calibration of JRC-IRMM spike CRMs [15, 16, 17]. 

Furthermore, the JRC-Geel (Belgium), the JRC-Karlsruhe (Germany) and the IAEA are 

engaged in mutual verification measurements of mixed uranium/plutonium spike 
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reference materials via EC support task to the IAEA [18]. In the frame of this support 

task, verification measurements of randomly selected IRMM-1027 LSD spikes from 

different batches are performed up to two years after the issuance of the certificate. This 

is not only an external verification of the certified values but also a demonstration of the 

long-term stability of the IRMM-1027 series of LSD spikes. Taking all these 

considerations into account, no additional uncertainty component (ults, rel = 0) was 

applied. 

After the certification campaign, IRMM-1027s material will be subjected to the stability 

monitoring programme to control its stability. Two units of IRMM-1027s will be analysed 

every year to verify the certified values. The validity of the material certificate is 3 years 

and may be extended after further stability test are carried out. 

6. Characterisation  

The material characterisation is the process of determining the property values of a 

reference material.  

The material characterisation for the uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios was 

based on gravimetric preparation of the mother solution (see Section 6.2) and by ID-

TIMS for the mass of uranium and plutonium (see Section 6.3), verified by independent 

analysis. The IRMM-1027s series of LSD spikes was prepared by dispensing an aliquot 

(about 2.5 g) of the mother solution into individual units by an automated system and 

subsequent drying. The masses of dispensed aliquots per unit before drying are given in 

Annex 12. The mother solution was prepared by gravimetric mixing of uranium and 

plutonium metals (see Section 3.2).  

Each unit of IRMM-1027s LSD spike is certified for the mass of 239Pu, 235U and 238U and 

the n(234U)/n(238U), n(235U)/n(238U), n(236U)/n(238U), n(240Pu)/n(239Pu), n(241Pu)/n(239Pu), 

and n(242Pu)/n(239Pu) amount ratios.  

6.1 Purity of the starting materials 

The purity of the starting materials (metals) was taken from the corresponding 

certificates (Annexes 2 - 4). The purity of the Pu MP2 metal was calculated for November 

1, 2016 from the original purity of the CETAMA certificate (Annex 4).  

6.2 U and Pu isotope amount ratios and their uncertainties 

The U and Pu isotope amount ratios in each individual unit of IRMM-1027s are calculated 

from the gravimetric preparation of the mother solution, taking into account the mass of 

the metals, their purity and isotopic composition (e.g. isotope amount ratios) see Annex 

14 and Annex 15. In Table 3 the data supporting the calculation of the Pu and U amount 

ratios of IRMM-1027s are summarised.  

 Table 3 Gravimetric mixing to prepare the mother solution of IRMM-1027s 

 MP2 EC NRM 101 NBL CRM116-A 
Mother 

solution 

Mass 1) [g] 1.65903 41.65132 10.24309 2460.69 

Purity 2) [g/g] 0.9990 0.99985 0.99945  

Isotope amount 

ratios 3) 

[mol/mol] 

n(238Pu)/n(239Pu) 

0.00003083 

n(240Pu)/n(239Pu) 

0.0224324 

n(241Pu)/n(239Pu) 

n(234U)/n(238U) 

0.00005548 

n(235U)/n(238U) 

0.0072593 

n(236U)/n(238U) 

n(233U)/n(235U) 

0.0000003863 

n(234U)/n(235U) 

0.0115836 

n(236U)/n(235U) 
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0.0002378 

n(242Pu)/n(239Pu) 

0.00007570 

0.000000151 0.0094713 

n(238U)/n(235U) 

0.051277 

1) The masses of the metals are obtained from the weighing certificate, see Annex 13.  

2) The purity of the metals is obtained from the metal certificates, see Annexes 2 – 4, 15.  

3) The isotope amount ratios are obtained from the metal certificates; see Annexes 3, 5 – 6. 

The plutonium and uranium isotope amount ratios obtained from the gravimetric 

preparation were confirmed by TIMS measurements on selected aliquots of the mother 

solution for all the U and Pu isotope amount ratios, except for the n(238Pu)/n(239Pu) ratio. 

As explained in section 3.3, this is due to an isobaric interference with 238U during the 

isotope ratio measurement, most likely coming from the incomplete removal of the 

uranium in the plutonium fraction. This isotope amount ratio will only be provided on the 

certificate as additional material information (see Section 3.3 and Annex 10).  

The results of the process control measurement on the mother solution confirmed the 

complete mixing of the uranium and plutonium metals, and therefore enable the 

characterisation of the isotope amount ratios in IRMM-1027s based on the gravimetric 

preparation. In addition, the gravimetric values for the uranium and plutonium isotope 

amount ratios were also verified by external measurements performed on the selected 

units of IRMM-1027s by the NML-IAEA and JRC-Karlsruhe (Tables 9 and 10, Section 6.5).  

The uncertainties of the certified U and Pu isotope amount ratios are composed of 

several contributions i.e. the uncertainty on the mass determination of the metals, the 

uncertainty on the purity of the metals, and the uncertainty on the isotope amount 

ratios. The complete and detailed calculations of the uranium and plutonium isotope 

amount ratios and their uncertainty budgets are given in Annex 14 and Annex 15. The 

results of the characterisation assessment for the uranium and plutonium isotope 

amount ratios in IRMM-1027s are summarised in Table 4. 

Table 4 The U and Pu isotope amount ratios and their standard uncertainties from the 
characterisation assessment of IRMM-1027s 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) The reference date for the isotope amount ratios is November 1, 2016. 

6.3 Masses of 235U, 238U, 239Pu and their uncertainties 

The results of the homogeneity assessment for the amount content of 235U, 238U, 239Pu on 

the ten selected units of IRMM-1027s showed somewhat lower values compared to the 

values from the gravimetric preparation. The results are shown in Figures 6-8.  

Figure 6 The amount content of 235U in the selected vials of IRMM-1027s measured by ID-
TIMS (blue diamonds) expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error 

bars show the relative expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted lines show 
the relative expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value 

 

 

Value 1) 

[mol/mol] 

uchar  

[mol/mol] 

uchar, rel 

[%] 

n(234U)/n(238U) 0.0027303 1.14·10-6 0.042 

n(235U)/n(238U) 0.238155 16.2·10-6 0.0068 

n(236U)/n(238U) 0.0021905 8.95·10-7 0.041 

n(240Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.0224154 2.55·10-6 0.011 

n(241Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.0001478 9.65·10-7 0.65 

n(242Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.00007572 3.90·10-7 0.52 
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Figure 7 The amount content of 238U in the selected vials of IRMM-1027s measured by ID-

TIMS (blue diamonds) expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error 
bars show the relative expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted lines show 
the relative expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value 

 

 

Figure 8 The amount content of 239Pu in the selected vials of IRMM-1027s measured by ID-

TIMS (blue diamonds) expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error 
bars show the relative expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted lines show 
the relative expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value 
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On average, this relative difference was about -0.08 % for the 235U amount content and 

about -0.12 % for the 239Pu and 238U amount contents. Consequently, the IDMS results 

did not agree with the gravimetric values within measurement uncertainties at a 95% 

confidence level. On the other hand, the process control measurements performed on 

the mother solution prior to dispensing and drying (see 3.3 and Annex 9) did confirm the 

values for the amount contents of 235U, 238U and 239Pu from the gravimetric preparation. 

Therefore, some uncontrolled effects influencing the whole batch uniformly might have 

occurred during the processing of the mother solution after the dissolution (e.g. 

dispensing, drying, CAB application, etc.). The reason for the discrepancy in the selected 

units of IRMM-1027s was not found, despite a thorough review of the measurement 

results, and the balances and reference weights used for weighing. For this reason, the 

characterisation of the amount contents of 235U, 238U and 239Pu was based on the IDMS 

results from the homogeneity assessment and not from the gravimetric preparation of 

the mother solution. These IDMS results on the individual units of IRMM-1027s were also 

supported by the external verification measurements performed by the IAEA and JRC-

Karlsruhe (see Section 6.5).   

The masses of 235U, 238U and 239Pu in each individual unit of IRMM-1027s are calculated 

from the mass fractions of the plutonium and uranium established by ID-TIMS analysis 

using IRMM-046c as a spike CRM on the ten randomly selected units (as given in Section 

4.1), taking into account the mass of the aliquot taken from the mother solution in each 

vial (Annex 12), the mass of the spike in each blend (Annex 16), the amount content 

and the isotope amount ratios of the spike (Annex 8) and the isotope amount ratios of 

the blend (Annex 17). A general IDMS equation is shown below: 

yi

xi

xb

by

x

y

R

R

RR

RR

m

m

)(

)(








 yx C  C

                               

Equation 4 

where Cy is the element amount content of the spike (IRMM-046c), mx and my are the 

masses of sample and spike, respectively, Rx, Ry and Rb are the isotope amount ratios of 

the sample, the spike and the blend, respectively, xiR )(  and yiR )(  are the sums of all 

isotope amount ratios in sample and in spike, respectively.  

The results of the characterisation of 235U, 238U and 239Pu amount contents are 

summarised in Table 5.  
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Table 5 Results for the amount contents of 235U, 238U and 239Pu and their expanded 
uncertainties (coverage factor, k = 2) from the characterisation assessment. The reference 

date for the amount content of 235U, 238U and 239Pu is November 1, 2016 

Unit 
235U amount content  

[µmol/g] 

238U amount content  

[µmol/g]  

239Pu amount content 

[µmol/g]  

134 16.9934 ± 0.0073 71.330 ± 0.052 2.7490 ± 0.0031 

341 17.0052 ± 0.0080 71.367 ± 0.055 2.7499 ± 0.0033 

496 16.9979 ± 0.0077 71.339 ± 0.060 2.7495 ± 0.0034 

730 16.9998 ± 0.0069 71.365 ± 0.049 2.7479 ± 0.0040 

888 16.9996 ± 0.0072 71.353 ± 0.053 2.7494 ± 0.0031 

53 16.9981 ± 0.0078 71.340 ± 0.060 2.7499 ± 0.0031 

208 17.0046 ± 0.0074 71.354 ± 0.046 2.7517 ± 0.0031 

418 16.9948 ± 0.0072 71.329 ± 0.053 2.7498 ± 0.0031 

617 16.9970 ± 0.0071 71.332 ± 0.050 2.7497 ± 0.0031 

794 16.9971 ± 0.0067 71.323 ± 0.043 2.7502 ± 0.0032 

Mean  16.9987 ± 0.0040 71.343 ± 0.031 2.7497 ± 0.0025 

 

The uncertainties on the mass (uchar) of 235U, 238U and 239Pu in the vials are composed of 

several contributions, i.e. the uncertainties on the mass determination of the sample and 

the spike, the uncertainties on the amount content and isotope amount ratio of the spike 

(IRMM-046c), the uncertainty on the isotope amount ratio measurements of the blend 

and the uncertainty on the isotope amount ratio of the sample.  

Detailed calculations of the mass fractions, amount contents and their uncertainty 

budgets (e.g. propagation of various uncertainty contributions) of IRMM-1027s are given 

in Annex 18-20.  

The uncertainty for the mass of 235U, 238U and 239Pu in vial No.53 as an example are 

summarised in Table 6. 

Table 6 The 235U, 238U and 239Pu masses and their standard uncertainties in vial No.53 of 
IRMM-1027s as an example. The reference date for the masses of 235U, 238U and 239Pu is 
November 1, 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

6.4 Weighing and associated uncertainties 

Masses of dispensed aliquots of the mother solution per unit used for the calculation of 

the certified values can be found in Annex 12. The dispensed masses were corrected for 

air buoyancy, taking into account the density of the air and the sample, the ambient 

humidity, temperature and pressure inside the glove box, and for the evaporation losses. 

Traceability to the SI is ensured by weighing a reference weight before and after 

Vial No. 53 
Value  

[mg] 

uchar  

[mg] 

uchar, rel 

[%] 

235U mass 10.038 0.0017 0.017 

238U mass 42.666 0.011 0.025 

239Pu mass 1.65135 0.00068 0.041 
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dispensing a series of 96 units. The uncertainties on the dispensed mass (± 0.0006 g, 

coverage factor k = 2) are composed of several contributions, i.e. the uncertainty on the 

mass determination by an automated system, the uncertainty on the buoyancy 

correction, the uncertainty due to evaporation correction, and the uncertainty associated 

with the variability of the balance [6].  

For the determination of the mass of the starting materials (metals) and the mother 

solution, substitution weighing was used. In the substitution weighing, the mass of a 

sample is determined through a series of mass determinations of an unknown (U) and a 

reference weight (S). The so called "SUUS" method was applied. The uncertainty 

contributions in substitution weighing of the metals are the uncertainties associated with 

the calibrated reference weights (certificate), air buoyancy correction and the variability 

of the balance used in "SUUS" method.  

6.5 Verification measurements 

Verification measurements were performed by the Nuclear Material Laboratory of the 

International Atomic Energy Agency (NML-IAEA) and by the Analytical Services of the 

JRC-Karlsruhe in the frame of the EC support task to the IAEA [18]. Several units of 

IRMM-1027s were randomly selected from the whole batch and analysed by ID-TIMS to 

verify the uranium and plutonium amount contents and by TIMS to verify the plutonium 

and uranium isotope amount ratios from the gravimetric preparation of the mother 

solution. Details about the verification measurements are summarised in Table 7.   

Table 7 Spikes and procedures for the analysis of the IRMM-1027s by the IAEA and JRC- 
Karlsruhe 

 NML-IAEA JRC-Karlsruhe 

Number of samples 

(IRMM-1027s) 

8 for IDMS (amount content) 

and 2 for TIMS (isotope 

amount ratios) 

4 for IDMS (amount content) 

and 2 for TIMS (isotope amount 

ratios) 

U spike for IDMS 233U (NBL CRM 111-A) 238U (EC NRM-110) 

Pu spike for IDMS 242Pu (KRI-RM1-662-2004) 240Pu in-house spike SM4, 

calibrated with MP2 

U/Pu separation UTEVA (valence adjustment 

with H2O2) 

UTEVA (valence adjustment 

with H2O2) 

Mass spectrometer Triton TIMS Triton TIMS 

Quality Control  IAEA LSD-28  for U and Pu 

amount content 

NBL CRM 137 and NBL CRM 

138 for Pu and IRMM-185 and 

IRMM-186 for U isotope 

amount ratios  

In-house prepared for U and Pu 

amount content 

IRMM-290F for Pu and IRMM-

185 for U isotope amount ratios 

 

The results of the verification measurements for the uranium and plutonium amount 

contents in the selected units of IRMM-1027s by the NML-IAEA and JRC-Karlsruhe are 

shown in Figures 9-11, together with the characterisation results from the JRC-Geel. All 

results are shown as the relative difference from the gravimetric value of the mother 

solution.  

Figure 9 The amount content of 239Pu in the selected vials of IRMM-1027s measured by ID-

TIMS expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error bars show the 
relative expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted line shows the relative 
expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value and the black dotted line shows the 

relative expanded uncertainty (k = 2.3) of the IDMS value 
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Figure 10 The amount content of 235U in the selected vials of IRMM-1027s measured by ID-
TIMS expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error bars show the 
relative expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted line shows the relative 
expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value and the black dotted line shows the 

relative expanded uncertainty (k = 2.3) of the IDMS value 

 

Figure 11 The amount content of 238U in the selected vials of IRMM-1027s measured by ID-
TIMS expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error bars show the 
relative expanded uncertainty (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted line shows the relative 
expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value and the black dotted line shows the 

relative expanded uncertainty (k = 2.3) of the IDMS value 
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The results of the verification measurements for the 235U, 238U and 239Pu amount 

contents from the NML-IAEA and JRC-Karlsruhe agreed with the IDMS results (red 

squares) from the characterisation assessment (as given in Section 6.3) within 

measurement uncertainties. Quality control samples (see Table 7) were successfully 

measured by the IAEA and JRC-Karlsruhe together with the samples of IRMM-1027s on 

the same turret to exclude any biases in their analytical procedures.   

Furthermore, the compatibility check was performed for the results of the verification 

measurements performed by the NML-IAEA and JRC-Karlsruhe using the compatibility 

equation [19] below:  

 

𝒄𝒐𝒎𝒑𝒂𝒕𝒊𝒃𝒊𝒍𝒊𝒕𝒚 =  
|𝑿𝒍𝒂𝒃−𝑿𝑰𝑫𝑴𝑺|

√𝒖𝒍𝒂𝒃
𝟐 +𝒖𝑰𝑫𝑴𝑺

𝟐
 Equation 5 

 

Xlab individual result of the external laboratory  

XIDMA IDMS mean value established by the JRC-Geel 

Ulab  standard uncertainty reported by the external laboratory 

uIDMS standard uncertainty of the IDMS value 

 

The results of the compatibility evaluations are summarised in Table 8.  

Table 8 Results of the compatibility evaluation for the 235U, 238U and 239Pu amount 

content 

Vial No. Laboratory 235U amount 

content 

238U amount 

content 

239Pu amount 

content 

252 NML-IAEA 1.02 1.88 0.78 

375 NML-IAEA 0.34 0.53 1.43 

474 NML-IAEA 0.34 1.20 1.68 

653 NML-IAEA 0.14 0.72 0.78 
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719 NML-IAEA 1.60 2.45 0.78 

761 NML-IAEA 0.63 1.49 0.86 

54 NML-IAEA 0.44 1.30 1.16 

163 NML-IAEA 1.11 0.24 1.32 

477 JRC-Karlsruhe 0.16 0.43 0.24 

605 JRC-Karlsruhe 0.75 1.00 0.01 

710 JRC-Karlsruhe 0.08 0.34 0.63 

915 JRC-Karlsruhe 0.82 1.08 0.12 

 

From Table 8 it can be seen that the compatibility is found to be ≤ 2 at a 95 % CI for the 
235U, 238U and 239Pu amount contents. It can be concluded that there is no significant 

difference between the results of the external verification measurements from the NML-

IAEA and JRC-Karlsruhe and the IDMS values established by the JRC-Geel for 

characterisation of the IRMM-1027s batch.  

The results of the verification measurements for the uranium and plutonium isotope 

amount ratios in the selected units of IRMM-1027s by the NML-IAEA and JRC-Karlsruhe 

are summarised in Table 9.  

 

Table 9 The results of the verification measurements for the U and Pu isotope amount ratios  

1) The reference date for the isotope amount ratios is November 1, 2016. 

 

The results of the verification measurements by the NML-IAEA and JRC-Karlsruhe for the 

uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios agreed with the characterisation values 

from the gravimetric preparation of the mother solution and with the results from the 

process control measurements of the mother solution by TIMS (see Section 3.3 and 

Annex 10). A compatibility check was also performed for the uranium and plutonium 

isotope amount ratios. The results are summarised in Table 10.  

 

 

 

Isotope ratio 1) 

 

Vial No. 539 

[mol/mol] 

Vial No. 898 

[mol/mol] 

Vial No. 119 

[mol/mol] 

Vial No. 322 

[mol/mol] 

Gravimetric 

value 

[mol/mol] 

n(234U)/n(238U) 
0.0027306 ± 

0.0000028 

0.0027303 ± 

0.0000026 

0.002734 ± 

0.000054 

0.002733 ± 

0.000054 

0.0027303 ± 

0.0000023 

n(235U)/n(238U) 
0.23818 ± 

0.00012 

0.23815 ± 

0.00012 

0.23815 ± 

0.00021 

0.23817 ± 

0.00024 

0.238155 ± 

0.000031 

n(236U)/n(238U) 0.0021913 ± 

0.0000030 

0.0021915 ± 

0.0000037 

0.002195 ± 

0.000043 

0.002196 ± 

0.000043 

0.0021905 ± 

0.0000018 

n(240Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.022419 ± 

0.000027 

0.022419 ± 

0.000028 

0.022418 ± 

0.000012 

0.022419± 

0.000012 

0.0224154 ± 

0.0000051 

n(241Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.0001487 ± 

0.0000046 

0.0001493 ± 

0.0000046 

0.0001493 ± 

0.0000090 

0.000147 ± 

0.000017 

0.0001478 ± 

0.0000019 

n(242Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.0000762 ± 

0.0000045 

0.0000760 ± 

0.0000044 

0.000077 ± 

0.000012 

0.0000781 ± 

0.0000064 

0.00007572 ± 

0.00000078 
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Table 10 Results of the compatibility evaluation for the U and Pu isotope amount ratios 

 

This demonstrated that there was no significant difference (compatibility ≤ 2 at a 95 % 

CI) observed between the measured isotope ratios in the mother solution and in the 

dried spikes [12, 20].  

7. Value Assignment 

Certified values are values that fulfil the highest standards of accuracy. Certified values 

for IRMM-1027s were assigned on the basis of the gravimetric preparation for the 

uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios and by IDMS on ten randomly selected 

IRMM-1027s units for the masses of 235U, 238U and 239Pu from the homogeneity 

assessment. Full uncertainty budgets in accordance with the 'Guide to the Expression of 

Uncertainty in Measurement' [4] were established.  

7.1 Certified values and their uncertainties 

The assigned uncertainty consists of uncertainties related to characterisation, uchar 

(Section 6), potential between-unit inhomogeneity, ubb (Section 3) and potential 

degradation during transport (usts) and long-term storage, ults (Section 5). As described 

in Section 5 the uncertainty related to degradation during transport and long-term 

storage was found to be negligible. These different contributions were combined to 

estimate the expanded uncertainty of the certified value (UCRM) with a coverage factor k 

as:  

2

bb

2

charCRM uukU   Equation 6 

- uchar was estimated as described in Section 6 

- ubb was estimated as described in Section 3. 

Because of sufficient degrees of freedom of the different uncertainty contributions, a 

coverage factor k of 2 was applied to obtain the expanded uncertainties for the U and Pu 

isotope amount ratios. A coverage factor of 2.3 (degrees of freedom was applied for the 

masses of 235U, 238U and 239Pu. The certified masses and their uncertainties for unit No. 

53 are summarised in Table 11. The certified values of all 950 units are given in Annex 

1.  

 

 

 

 

Isotope ratio  

 

Vial No. 539 

NML-IAEA 

Vial No. 898 

NML-IAEA 

Vial No. 119 

JRC-Karlsruhe 

Vial No. 322 

JRC-Karlsruhe 

n(234U)/n(238U) 0.17 0.00 0.14 0.10 

n(235U)/n(238U) 0.40 0.08 0.05 0.12 

n(236U)/n(238U) 0.46 0.49 0.21 0.26 

n(240Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.26 0.25 0.40 0.55 

n(241Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.36 0.60 0.33 0.09 

n(242Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.21 0.13 0.21 0.74 
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Table 11 Certified masses and their uncertainties in vial No.53 of IRMM-1027s (as an 
example)  

Mass Certified value 

[mg] 

uchar, rel 
 

[%] 

sbb, rel or u
*
bb,rel

 

[%] 

UCRM, rel 
1) 

[%] 

UCRM 1) 

[mg] 

235U 

mass 10.038 0.017 0.021 0.062 0.0062 

238U 

mass 
42.666 0.025 0.011 0.063 0.027 

239Pu 

mass 1.6513 0.041 0.020 0.11 0.0017 

1) Expanded (k = 2.3) uncertainty  

 

The certified isotope amount ratios of uranium and plutonium are summarised in Table 

12. 

Table 12 Certified isotope amount ratios in IRMM-1027s and their uncertainties  

Isotope amount 

ratios 

Certified value 1) 

[mol/mol] 

uchar, rel
 

[%] 

UCRM, rel 
2) 

[%] 

UCRM 
2) 

[mol/mol]  

n(234U)/n(238U) 0.0027303 0.041 0.083 0.0000023 

n(235U)/n(238U) 0.238155 0.0066 0.013 0.000031 

n(236U)/n(238U) 0.0021905 0.041 0.082 0.0000018 

n(240Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.0224154 0.011 0.023 0.0000051 

n(241Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.0001478 0.65 1.30 0.0000019 

n(242Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.00007572 0.52 1.03 0.00000078 

1) The reference date for the plutonium and uranium isotope amount ratios is November 1, 

2016. 

2) Expanded (k = 2) uncertainty. 

7.2 Additional material information 

As additional information, the values for the plutonium and uranium amount contents, 

mass fractions and isotopic composition of the mother solution (see Annexes 18-20) are 

summarised in Table 13. 

Table 13 Uranium and plutonium isotopic mass fraction, amount content, mass fraction and 
isotope amount ratios for the nitrate solution of IRMM-1027s 

 

Isotope mass fraction (·100) 

Value 1)   

[g/g] 

Uncertainty 2)  

[g/g] 

m(234U)/m(U) 3) 0.21648 0.00018 

m(235U)/m(U) 3) 18.9634 0.0021 

m(236U)/m(U) 3) 0.17516 0.00014 

m(238U)/m(U) 3) 80.6450 0.0021 

m(238Pu)/m(Pu) 3) 0.002778 0.000026 
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m(239Pu)/m(Pu) 3) 97.77432 0.00053 

m(240Pu)/m(Pu) 3) 2.20084 0.00049 

m(241Pu)/m(Pu) 3) 0.01457 0.00019 

m(242Pu)/m(Pu) 3) 0.007497 0.000077 

 

Amount content  

Value 1)  

[μmol/g solution] 

Uncertainty 2) 4) 

 [μmol/g solution] 

235U 16.9987 0.0046 

238U 71.343 0.035 

U 88.727 0.027 

239Pu 2.7497 0.0025 

Pu 2.8120 0.0026 

 

Mass fraction 

Value 1)   

[mg/g solution] 

Uncertainty 2) 4) 

 [mg/g solution] 

235U 3.9955 0.0011 

238U 16.9833 0.0084 

U 21.0693 0.0063 

239Pu 0.65732 0.00060 

Pu 0.67228 0.00061 

 

Isotope amount ratios 

Value 1)   

[mol/mol] 

Uncertainty 2)  

 [mol/mol] 

n(238Pu)/n(239Pu) 0.00002853 0.00000027 
1) The reference date for the plutonium and uranium isotope mass fraction, amount content, mass 

fractions and isotope amount ratios of the mother solution of IRMM-1027s is November 1, 2016. 

2) Expanded uncertainty with a coverage factor k = 2 for the isotope mass fractions and the 

n(238Pu)/n(239Pu) ratio and a coverage factor k = 2.3 for the amount content and mass fractions 

of 235U, 238U, 239Pu, U and Pu.  

3) Isotope mass fraction is expressed as xxxU/totU and xxxPu/totPu. 

4) Dispensed nitrate solution before drying and application of CAB 

The atomic masses of radionuclides were obtained from M. Wang et al. [4] 

The half-lives of radionuclides were obtained from DDEP-BIPM (Table of radionuclides) [5] and R. 
Wellum et al. [6]  

8. Metrological traceability and commutability 

8.1 Metrological traceability  

Identity 

The measurands are structurally defined and independent of the measurement method. 

Quantity value 
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The certified masses of the 235U, 238U and 239Pu are traceable to the SI via the IRMM-

046c spike CRM. The certified values for the U and Pu isotope amount ratios are 

traceable to the values on the respective metal certificates (EC NRM 101, CETAMA MP2 

and NBL CRM 116-A).  

8.2 Commutability 

Many measurement procedures include one or more steps, which are selecting specific 

analytes (or specific groups of analytes) from the sample for the subsequent steps of the 

whole measurement process. Often the complete identity of these 'intermediate 

analytes' is not fully known or taken into account. Therefore, it is difficult to mimic all 

the analytically relevant properties of real samples within a CRM. The degree of 

equivalence in the analytical behaviour of real samples and a CRM with respect to 

various measurement procedures (methods) is summarised in a concept called 

'commutability of a reference material'. There are various definitions expressing this 

concept. For instance, the CLSI Guideline C-53A [21] recommends the use of the 

following definition for the term commutability: 

"The equivalence of the mathematical relationships among the results of different 

measurement procedures for an RM and for representative samples of the type 

intended to be measured." 

The commutability of a CRM defines its fitness for use and, thus, is a crucial 

characteristic in case of the application of different measurement methods. When 

commutability of a CRM is not established in such cases, the results from routinely used 

methods cannot be legitimately compared with the certified value to determine whether 

a bias does not exist in calibration, nor can the CRM be used as a calibrant.  

The IRMM-1027s is a dried nitrate in CAB certified for uranium and plutonium isotope 

amount ratios and masses of 235U, 238U and 239Pu per unit. This CRM is tailor-made by 

the JRC for its intended use and serves as a spike for determination of uranium and 

plutonium content by IDMS measurements of samples from input solutions at 

reprocessing plants and is not intended to be used for other measurement methods.  

9. Instructions for use 

9.1 Safety information 

The IRMM-1027s series contains radioactive material. The vials should be handled with 

great care and by experienced personnel in a laboratory suitably equipped for the safe 

handling of radioactive materials. 

9.2 Storage conditions 

The vials should be stored at + 18 °C ± 5 °C in an upright position.  

Please note that the European Commission cannot be held responsible for changes that 

happen during storage of the material at the customer's premises, especially for opened 

vials. 

9.3 Preparation and use of the material 

The spike CRM has to be dissolved in the appropriate amount of acid (e.g. nitric acid with 

an amount of substance concentration c = 5 mol L-1) or sample solution to ensure the 

isotopic equilibrium between the spike and the sample. Heating on a hotplate (avoid 

boiling) may be applied to facilitate the dissolution process. 

9.4 Minimum sample intake 

The whole amount of sample per unit has to be used for analysis.  
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9.5 Use of the certified value 

This spike CRM is for use as a spike isotopic reference material to measure the 

plutonium and uranium amount content in an unknown sample of dissolved nuclear fuel 

solution using IDMS. The amount content (Cx) of plutonium or uranium can be calculated 

using the Equation 4 (see 6.3). 

10. Conclusions 

A new batch of IRMM-1027s LSD spikes was prepared and certified in compliance with 

international guidelines. The material is certified for the U and Pu isotope amount ratios 

and for the mass of 235U, 238U and 239Pu per vial. This tailor-made CRM is applied for the 

determination of the U and Pu amount content of dissolved spent nuclear fuel by nuclear 

safeguards authorities and industry worldwide. Certified values for the masses of 235U, 
238U and 239Pu and for the U and Pu isotope amount ratios were established by ID-TIMS 

and by gravimetric preparation, respectively. The uncertainties of the certified values 

were estimated in compliance with the Guide to the Expression of Uncertainty in 

Measurement (GUM). They are fit for purpose and enable laboratories to meet the The 

International Target Values for Measurement Uncertainties in Safeguarding Nuclear 

Materials (ITVs) ITV2010.  A unit of IRMM-1027s contains about 55 mg of uranium with 

a relative mass fraction m(235U)/m(U) of 19.0 % and 1.7 mg of plutonium with a relative 

mass fraction m(239Pu)/m(Pu) of 97.8 % as dried nitrates in CAB. 
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Annex 9 Results of the process control measurements (5 blends, 3 replicates) for 
235U, 238U and 239Pu amount content in the mother solution of IRMM-1027s 

 

Figure 12 The amount content of 235U in the mother solution of IRMM-1027s measured by 
ID-TIMS using IRMM-046b (blue diamonds) and IRMM-046c (black triangles) spike CRM 
expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error bars show the relative 
expanded uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted lines show the relative 

expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value 

 

 

Figure 13 The amount content of 238U in the mother solution of IRMM-1027s measured by 

ID-TIMS using IRMM-046b (blue diamonds) and IRMM-046c (black triangles) spike CRM 
expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error bars show the relative 
expanded uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted lines show the relative 
expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value 
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Figure 14 The amount content of 239Pu in the mother solution of IRMM-1027s measured by 
ID-TIMS using IRMM-046b (blue diamonds) and IRMM-046c (black triangles) spike CRM 
expressed as the relative difference from the gravimetric value. Error bars show the relative 

expanded uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2). Red dotted lines show the relative 
expanded uncertainty (k = 2) of the gravimetric value 
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Annex 10 Results of the process control measurements (5 aliquots, 3 replicates) for the 

uranium and plutonium isotope amount ratios in the mother solution of IRMM-1027s 

 

Figure 15 The n(234U)/n(238U) amount ratio in the solution of IRMM-1027s prepared by 
gravimetric mixing compared with the measured values by TIMS (individual aliquots with blue 
diamonds and the average value with a green diamond). Error bars show the expanded 
uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) 

 

 

Figure 16 The n(235U)/n(238U) amount ratio in the solution of IRMM-1027s prepared by 
gravimetric mixing compared with the measured values by TIMS (individual aliquots with blue 
diamonds and the average value with a green diamond). Error bars show the expanded 
uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) 
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Figure 17 The n(236U)/n(238U) amount ratio in the solution of IRMM-1027s prepared by 
gravimetric mixing compared with the measured values by TIMS (individual aliquots with blue 

diamonds and the average value with a green diamond). Error bars show the expanded 
uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) 

 

 

Figure 18 The n(238Pu)/n(239Pu) amount ratio in the solution of IRMM-1027s prepared by 
gravimetric mixing compared with the measured values by TIMS (individual aliquots with blue 
diamonds and the average value with a green diamond). Error bars show the expanded 
uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) 
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Figure 19 The n(240Pu)/n(239Pu) amount ratio in the solution of IRMM-1027s prepared by 
gravimetric mixing compared with the measured values by TIMS (individual aliquots with blue 

diamonds and the average value with a green diamond). Error bars show the expanded 
uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) 

 

 

Figure 20 The n(241Pu)/n(239Pu) amount ratio in the solution of IRMM-1027s prepared by 
gravimetric mixing compared with the measured values by TIMS (individual aliquots with blue 
diamonds and the average value with a green diamond). Error bars show the expanded 
uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) 
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Figure 21 The n(242Pu)/n(239Pu) amount ratio in the solution of IRMM-1027s prepared by 
gravimetric mixing compared with the measured values by TIMS (individual aliquots with blue 

diamonds and the average value with a green diamond). Error bars show the expanded 
uncertainties (coverage factor k = 2) 
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Annex 11 Results of the homogeneity assessment for IRMM-1027s 

 

Figure 22 The amount content of 235U from homogeneity study for the 30 replicate measurements 
(10 selected units, 3 replicates each) are shown as a function of the analytical sequence 

 

 

Figure 23 Mean amount contents of 235U from homogeneity study as a function of the units (filling 

sequence). The unit means are plotted with 95 % CI of the means 
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Figure 24 The amount content of 238U from homogeneity study. Replicates are shown as a 

function of the analytical sequence 

 

 

 

Figure 25 Mean amount contents of 238U from homogeneity study as a function of the units (filling 
sequence). The unit means are plotted with 95 % CI of the means. 
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Figure 26 The amount content (normalised) of 239Pu from homogeneity study. Replicates are 
shown as a function of the analytical sequence 

 
 
Figure 27 Mean amount contents (normalised) of 239Pu from homogeneity study as a function of 
the units (filling sequence). The unit means are plotted with 95 % CI of the means 
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Annex 12 The weighing certificate of the aliquots of dispensed solution of IRMM-1027s 

per unit before drying 
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Annex 13 The weighing certificate for the preparation of the mother solution of IRMM-

1027s 
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Annex 14 The uranium isotope amount ratios and their associated uncertainties for the 

uranium gravimetric mixture of IRMM-1027s 
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Annex 15 The plutonium isotope amount ratios and their associated uncertainties for 

the plutonium gravimetric mixture of IRMM-1027s  
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Annex 16 The weighing certificate of the blend mixtures for the characterisation of 235U, 
238U and 239Pu amount content by ID-TIMS using IRMM-046c  
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Annex 17 The internal test report (3802) for the selected units of IRMM-1027s  
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Annex 18 Determination of 235U in 10 randomly selected vials (turrets A and B) for the 

characterisation in IRMM-1027s by ID-TIMS with IRMM-046c (reference date November 

1, 2016)  
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Annex 19 Determination of 238U in 10 randomly selected vials (turrets A and B) for the 

characterisation IRMM-1027s by ID-TIMS with IRMM-046c (reference date November 1, 

2016) 
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Annex 20 Determination of 239Pu in 10 randomly selected vials (turrets C and D) for the 

characterisation in IRMM-1027s by ID-TIMS with IRMM-046c (reference date November 

1, 2016) 
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GETTING IN TOUCH WITH THE EU 

In person 
All over the European Union there are hundreds of Europe Direct information centres. You can find the address of the 
centre nearest you at: http://europea.eu/contact 

On the phone or by email 
Europe Direct is a service that answers your questions about the European Union. You can contact this service: 
- by freephone: 00 800 6 7 8 9 10 11 (certain operators may charge for these calls), 
- at the following standard number: +32 22999696, or 
- by electronic mail via: http://europa.eu/contact 

FINDING INFORMATION ABOUT THE EU 

Online 
Information about the European Union in all the official languages of the EU is available on the Europa website at: 
http://europa.eu 

EU publications 

You can download or order free and priced EU publications from EU Bookshop at: http://bookshop.europa.eu. Multiple 

copies of free publications may be obtained by contacting Europe Direct or your local information centre (see 

http://europa.eu/contact). 
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